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Katherine Switzer attempting to run the 1967 Boston Marathon
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Title IX

1972 Amendment that 
had far reaching impact 
on a number of domains, 
including sports. 

Addresses equity, anti-
discrimination, and anti-
harassment.





Thinking about and intervening at the level of:

Organizational structures & policies

Access & opportunity

Networks

Stigmatization and harassment

Being “hailed” or not (inc. marketing)

Communities, support, and role models

Social expectations & constraints



Myth #1: Women aren’t interested in 
esports or competition.

Fact: They’ve been there from the beginning & 
continue to play a huge role in the industry.



AnyKey All Star Profile Videos @ YouTube



AnyKey Affiliates Program



Myth #2: Women’s tournaments are sexist.

Fact: Right now women’s tournaments form an important, and 
ideally temporary, component to building inclusive esports.



Smash Sisters



Myth #3: What happens in chat doesn’t matter.

Fact: Just hiding chat is no solution. Broadcasters – including 
esports companies – are responsible for their channel.
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“I	turned	around	and	I	saw	the	angriest	face	I	had	
ever	seen.	It	was	Jock.	He	grabbed	me	by	the	
shoulders,	spun	me	back	and	screamed,	‘Get	the	
hell	out	of	my	race	and	give	me	those	numbers.’	

“He	started	trying	to	rip	off	my	bib	numbers.	With	
that,	Arnie	[her	coach]	jumped	in	and	said,	‘Leave	
her	alone.	She’s	OK,	I’ve	trained	her.’

Jock	had	me	by	the	sweatshirt	and	I	was	trying	to	
get	away.	He	was	pulling	me	back	when	my	
boyfriend	Tom	Miller,	who	was	also	in	the	race,	
came	running	full	tilt	and	hit	Jock	with	a	cross-
body	block	and	sent	him	flying	through	the	air.

We	kept	on	running	and	Jock	got	up	and	got	back	
on	the	bus.

Myth #4: Things will just eventually get better on their own.

Fact: Change takes work (at multiple levels) and requires allies.



16Sole Sisters (NY Marathon protest), 1972

Bobbi Gibb ran without a 
number (Boston), 1966

Lady Equitable 10k 
(Baltimore), 1980

Marilyn Bevans
(& Baltimore Road Runners Club, 1973)



Myth #5: It will never get better.

Fact: Change is possible.

Switzer & Jock at 1973 Boston MarathonFirst official women’s Boston Marathon entrants, 1972



Thanks!

AnyKey.org / @anykeyorg
for more on our research and initiatives

T.L. Taylor – tltaylor.com / tl@tltaylor.com / @ybika
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